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Written by Tracey Dawkins in Gossip with 2 Comments

Let’s face it; for the last few years, life hasn’t been a
bed of roses for the Toxic singer. With her troubled
relationships and losing custody of her children,
Sean Preston and Jayden James, it’s no wonder poor
Britney had that infamous breakdown (remember the

Not a Chance! When Britney arrived at Elton John’s annual AIDS Foundation
Party on Sunday, she meant business! Not even God could anticipate the outcome!
The pop princess has ditched her (dare I say it) trashy (and often) lifeless blonde
trademark for rich brunette locks. Posing in the black sequined gown by Michael
Cinco, it makes a refreshing change from seeing Ms Britney parading around in
almost non-existent outfits. Her new effortlessly chic look received a very warm
welcome, as she made quite an impression on the red carpet….and across the web.
So what’s with the change, Britney? According to sources; the mom-of-two said
she just ‘wanted a change’. Or maybe it’s something to do with David Lucado, the
new beau her life? Judging from the smile in the above picture, I think he’s
definitely has a positive impact on the American sweetheart.
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kathyf48
February 27, 2013 at 1:17 PM

I like Britney I hope she continues to do well. I hope she is happy and can finally find
someone to love and trust.
Reply

Honnie Badger
March 1, 2013 at 3:25 PM

I am so liking adult Britney. I feel she is in a successful process (and it is a process) of
getting her life together on her terms for whole happiness. I’m excited to see and hear what
she is going to do!
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Is Joan Rivers Rolling in TOO Deep?
Written by Tracey Dawkins in Gossip with 2 Comments

You can’t help but love Joan Rivers: she doesn’t
care if her cold (but hilarious!) one-liners slice a
person in two! This time it is Adele’s weight that’s
under attack….and this time her one-liner is no
laughing matter.
The string of jibes came thick and fast after meeting
the Grammy award-singer at the Oscar awards over
the weekend. Rivers took to tweeter and posted: ‘On Sunday night, you could easily pick out Adele’s
statuette out of a lineup. It’s the only one wearing Spanx.’
And the jibes don’t end with the fiery tweets….oh no!
Rivers appeared on the Late Show with David Letterman on Wednesday night – and the acid-tongued
comedienne just couldn’t help herself! The 79 year said to Letterman: ‘What’s that song? Rolling in the
Deep? She should add Fried Chicken.’
To make things worse, The E-Fashion Police presenter went all out and made another attack on the
Adele, by puffing out her cheeks and spreading out her arms, indicating the size of the singer.
As you can imagine, the audience wasn’t too impress. Responding to the audience hisses and boos,
Rivers hit back sarcastically: ‘Oh no! No, she’s thin!’
So what’s Adele’s response to the relentless digs?
The star remained tight-lipped….for now. The new
mom has a sting in her tail and, no doubt, she’ll be
more than ready to use it!
However Adele will have to join the queue of
putting Rivers in her place. Just a few days after the
Adele attack, Rivers offended the entire Jewish
community by unleashing a seriously twisted Holocaust joke about model Heidi Klum.
She said: The last time a German look this hot is when they were pushing Jews in the ovens.”
Advice
for Ms Rivers: keep your big mouth shut and run for cover!  
2
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March 1, 2013 at 9:42 AM

I actually used to love Joan Rivers. Back when she was still hungry and so she was still
funny. I was a child then but I am old enough now to know she is way past her expiration
date.
I wonder how she would like it if someone made the kind of “jokes” she makes culling from
her personal life.
Just off the top of my head, I could remark that her husband Edgar (Rosenberg, Melissa’s
father) was so eager to be rid of Joan he figured suicide was the only real way he could be
sure to be completely rid of her.
Or how about, (in the spirit of her mentor Johnny Carson, who she also stabbed in the back):
Q -”Just how untalented is Joan Rivers’ daughter?”
A – So untalented that she has to go by her mother’s maiden name because she has no
discernible talent or notable ability of her own.
See how easy that is? Now if I could get on Letterman and say that I wonder how long
before Joanie would cry foul.
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kathyf48
March 1, 2013 at 5:40 PM

I have always like Joan Rivers, I do think that comedians maybe should lay off the weight
jokes a little but to be honest I think everyone needs to relax a little with getting offended
with the nationality and race jokes already. There is way too much political correctness IMO
people need to chill out a joke is a joke
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Lindsay, Just Take Charlie Sheen’s Offer!
Written by Tracey Dawkins in Gossip with 1 Comment

With a lot of drama going on in her life, Lindsay
Lohan needs all the help she can get! She had a
once-in-a-life opportunity when actor Charlie Sheen
reached out to help her.
Sheen told TMZ: “I have a kinship with somebody
who clearly needs a mentor, whether she wants it or
not. She can continue to hang out with her dress
shredding club buddies or turn to me for some
advice from a guy who’ve been down the road as
well as every over side trial on the journey.”
He concluded: “If she listens, she’ll win. If she doesn’t, that’s on her.”
What did Lindsay do in response? She flat-out REJECTED the offer! On top of that, the 26-year-old
has told friends that she wants him to keep his mouth shut and that he has no business talking her up to
the media. Charming.

What is she talking about?!? The fact that Charlie
has been to hell and back, makes him the PERFECT
man for the job. It wasn’t that long ago that Sheen’s
life was littered with drug and alcohol abuse as well
as getting in trouble with the law.
If Sheen wants to ‘save’ Lindsay, he needs to come
up with a plan like ASAP. Lindsay is facing trial
later this month for lying to the police about a car
accident last June.
Lindsay, your life is a total mess….you’re facing trial…again! Your ass could end up in jail! For
Christ’s sake, take Sheen’s help…. don’t look a gift horse in the mouth!  
Tags: Anger Management, Charlie Sheen, Charlie Sheen and Lindsay Lohan, Charlie want to mentor
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Nickie Leaks
March 5, 2013 at 8:30 AM

I agree, who better to help her than someone who has lived the life.
Nickie Leaks recently posted..Trinidad & Tobago Woman Delivers Country’s First
Sextuplets
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The End Of The ‘Bieber Fever’: Justin Bieber Arrives Late At
Concert
Written by Tracey Dawkins in Gossip, Just My Opinion with 1 Comment

Someone needs to say a prayer for this boy –or bring
him down a peg or two (whatever works best.)
Justin Bieber left thousands of young female fans in

tears (and left parents hopping mad) after he arrived
2 HOURS late for his concert at the London Arena
o2 on Monday night. The concert was scheduled to
start at 8:30 pm – but Bieber arrived at 10:30pm,
finishing the concert just before midnight! As many
of his fans need to get ready for school in the
morning, most of them left without seeing the Canadian singer perform on stage.
Bieber claimed that he wasn’t two hours late. Apparently he tweeted that he was only 40 minutes late
and insisted that the concert started at 9:35 –not 8:30.
So Bieber, what was your reason for being ridiculously late? The 19-year-old blamed it on technical
issues (whatever that means.)
Screw the technical problems and the lame excuses, what about the countless of fans who spent a
fortunate on a ticket and never got the chance to see you perform your half-baked songs? How about a
refund?
Following the uproar from fans (well, their parents), the next night Bieber made sure he arrived on the
stage on time…in fact, he was two minutes early. As fans tweeted relentlessly on how he put on a
spectacular show, I wondered if the damage is already done, caused by Monday night’s fiasco.
Well, I predict that the ‘Bieber Fever’ is beginning to wear off.
Tags: Justin Bieber, Justin Bieber late for concert, o2, o2 london
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Hunny Badger
March 6, 2013 at 9:47 AM

Who does he think he is? Madonna?
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I’ll be the first one to admit that I’ve never been a
huge fan of foul-mouth Kelly Osbourne – but I was
quite shocked and genuinely concerned to learn that
she suffered a seizure while filming her Fashion
Police show.
Apparently the incident happened yesterday
afternoon in front of a full studio audience. Kelly
was seated next to guest judge Melissa Rivers. Suddenly the 28-year-old turned to Melissa and said: ‘I
don’t feel well’. Out of the blue, she fell off the chair and started shaking. Melissa and a member of the
audience (who was, luckily, a doctor) rushed to her aid.
Thank God Kelly came round a few moments later. Concerned for her wellbeing, the crew thought it
was best to send her to the hospital.
What I find so surprising about this story is that this is her first seizure – so no one has a clue what
triggered it off. This must be a very terrifying moment for Kelly: try to put yourself in her shoes – one
minute you’re sitting next to Melissa Rivers filming a show and then all of a sudden you’re rush to
hospital, not knowing what happen in the middle.
Her condition was unknown, until Melissa emerged from the hospital with mom Joan Rivers (who also
witnessed the Kelly’s seizure). Joan Rivers told TMZ:” She’s fine. We just saw her.”
Kelly’s seizure is the latest episode of the Osbourne ‘s misfortune: last year, mom Sharon beat cancer –
but had a double mastectomy as a precaution and her little brother Jack was diagnosed with Multiple
Sclerosis last June.
Kelly, I wish you a speedy recovery…my heart goes out to the Osbourne family.

Tags: e!, E! Entertainment, Joan Rivers, Kelly Osbourne, Kelly Osbourne hospitalize after seizure,
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Looking at the picture above, you’ll never guess that it’s Snooki – not in a million years!
The Jersey Shore favorite is looking SUPER HOT in her animal-print bikini on the cover of the latest
edition of US magazine. In an interview with the publication, she revealed that she lost 42 pounds after
giving birth to her adorable baby boy, Lorenzo, last August.
So what’s the motivation behind Snooki’s impressive weight loss? She told US magazine: “I did it for
me. I also wanted (fiancé) Johnny LaVille to know that I can be a hot mom.”
Well Snooki, you certainly achieved that! Mission accomplished!
With a sizzling body like that, you’d think that the pint-sized star
would be over the moon…but there are two saggy reasons why
Snooki is not completely happy with her new image – her boobs!
She said “I’ve always wanted a boob job because I have big boobs,
but when I take the bra off, they sag. I hate that. Everyone tells me to
get them done after I have kids. So I’m going to pop ‘em out and then
get a boob job.”
Pop ‘em out?!? You can always rely on Snooki to be ladylike. When
she gets her boob job, maybe she can buy some class?
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Nicole
March 7, 2013 at 2:09 PM

Wow! I Hope she stays with this look. So much better than her over-tanned and over-bronzed
look.
Reply

Hunny Badger
March 7, 2013 at 4:59 PM

She is so adorable. What a truly beautiful face and the hair color she chose is resplendent. I
always had a soft spot for Snookie, I thought she was just so cute, even when she was acting
out being a normal post-teen. I think she rocks her mommyhood, bless her heart.
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When Adrienne Maloof left Real Housewives of
Beverly Hills last week, the search was on to fill her
place on Bravo’s TV hit show.
The producers had model Penny Lancaster in mind
as the perfect replacement. Most minted (and I dare
say it bored) housewives of America’s most desired
zip code would jump at the chance to appear on the
show. However it was rumored that the 41 year old
declined the offer.
Ouch! I bet that put the producers’ nose out of joint!
This was confirmed by her ageing rocker husband Rod Stewart on Thursday. 68 year old singer went on
to say: “She doesn’t do that sort of thing. She’s just happy being a mom.”
Stewart was adamant that his stunning spouse is no stepford
wife. He said: “Whatever she wants to do, she does, she’s an
independent woman.”
The producers were REALLY hoping that the mom of two
would join the cast of the show to spice things up – her
stepson, Sean Stewart is currently dating Adrienne! Also hit by
the departure of cast member Camille Miller, the producers
continue their fanatic search for the next real housewife of
Beverly Hills…..I bet all my life savings (which is not much)
that their crisis will be short-lived.
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Whenever I see stories about the never-ending battle
of Kris Humphries’ and Kim Kardashian’s divorce, I
usually do a massive internal eye roll, switch off and
move on to the next story. Personally I find this
whole drama very draining and tedious until….

Speaking for the first time to British newspaper, The Sun, Kris’s uncle Mike and aunt Deidre said that
Kris’ 72 day marriage to the reality TV star ‘was a Sham’.
Deidre said: “My understanding of a marriage is people are going to give it more than 72 days unless
there’s serious abuse. If I felt somebody had duped me and used me in front of the whole world, I would
be very angry. She should admit that it was a sham at the very least.”
Mike added that Kris is adamant that he wants an
annulment – because he’s out for revenge. Mike
said: “I can see him wanting a pound of flesh back. I
believe he wants payback.”
Then Mike added something that, I’m sure, everyone
would agree with: “Kris Jenner (Kim’s mom), is
behind this façade – she’s the mastermind. You can
see that’s the brains making that thing go. The
wicked part is she’s using her family to make that
thing. All of it’s really due to her.”
I couldn’t put it better myself.
The divorce trial is set on the 6 of May. Let’s just hope that both parties can put an end to their joke of
a marriage and move on and enjoy the rest of their sorry lives. Like me, I’m sure you don’t want to hear
any more of it….but I have a horrible feeling that there will be another episode to this soap opera.
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Written by Tracey Dawkins in Gossip with 0 Comments

He’s following (well, kind of), in his
troubled daughter’s footsteps by launching a
TV career as a presenter of a new reality TV
show Celebrity Cheaters – a spin-off to the
much-loved programme Cheaters.
Michael Lohan will help famous figures investigate
whether their other half is up to no good. The
caught-in-the act show is expected to air in the
autumn. That sounds interesting.
Speaking to The New York Times about his new role, Lohan said: “Infidelity is a real issue that
everyone can identify with. Even if there isn’t infidelity in a relationship, most people think there’s some
cheating going. With the divorce rate so high, I think celebrities have as much if not more and a lot of
people want to step up and talk about.”
I have a better idea for a show: maybe Mr Lohan can present a programme or documentary about out of
control actresses, starring you know who? Awkward it may be, but that will make a REALLY
interesting show! It will certainly boost the ratings!
Note to TV producers who are struggling for ideas: if you’re liking my suggestion, just give me a buzz
anytime!

Tags: Celebrity Cheaters, Cheaters, featured, Lindsay Lohan, Michael and Lindsay Lohan, Michael
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There’s Something Different About Angela Bassett‘s Latest
Role…
Written by Tracey Dawkins in Gossip with 0 Comments

There’s no denying that Angela Bassett is an
excellent actress who has a strong reputation of
taking on roles of powerful women. Her portrayal of
Tina Turner and Rosa Parks is second to none. But
in her latest role, the Oscar-nominated actress has
taken a slightly different direction….
According to several entertainment sources, the 54year-old will be portraying Secret Service Director Lynn Jacobs in the new action thriller, Olympus Has
Fallen, which tells a story about a terrorist kidnapping the U.S. President. The film also stars
heavyweights Morgan Freeman and Aaron Eckhart.

Bassett admitted that she would never have landed the job if it wasn’t for the clever direction of director
Antoine Fuqua. It was reported that Fuqua went against the screenwriter’s original idea of keeping in
line with the law enforcement agency’s history of male bosses.
   

No doubt we look forward to another powerful performance from Ms Bassett.
Tags: Aaron Eckhart, action thriller film, Angela Bassett, Angela Bassett latest film role, Antoine
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